As early as 1903 the observations of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory suggested the view that the solar radiation varies over a range of several per cent within intervals as short as a few days or weeks. We were measuring the radiation of the sun at the earth's surface. The measurements comprised determinations of the heating effect of the solar rays on the blackened surface of the pyrheliometer, which measures all rays of the spectrum as found in 'white light,' and also the heating effects at all parts of the solar spectrum as detected by the bolometer, including ultra-violet, visible and infra-red rays. We measured at intervals on every clear day as the sun declined from high altitudes near the zenith to low altitudes near the horizon. Thus the rays measured passed through longer and longer paths, according to the obliquity with which they crossed the atmospheric layers, and consequently they grew weaker and weaker as the sun The recessive eye-color'maroon' was one of the early mutations in Drosophila (found March 13, 1912) . This eye-color was found in a stock culture of wild flies, and was at first supposed to be a new appearance of the recessive mutation 'purple' discovered about a month earlier. Genetic tests (crosses between the two lines, etc.) showed that the new color was not the old purple, but was a new mutation almost identical with purple in appearance but entirely independent in origin and inheritance. This was the first of our now numerous cases of eye-color 'mimics,' in which two distinct genes produce practically the same somatic effect.
During the six months following the discovery of purple and maroon there were thirteen recorded appearances or 'purple' eye colors, which constituted our most striking 'mutating period' of 'epidemic of mutation.' Of these new 'purples,' tests showed that the first, fifth, sixth, and thirteenth were maroon, while the rest were true purple. A study of the pedigrees showed that these maroons had come from two independent occurrences of the maroon mutation, while the true purples likewise came from at least two separate acts of mutation. Maroon has reappeared independently on two subsequent occasions, so that this particular mutative process has occurred at least four times. The
